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MPX-400MIC
ZONE SELECTOR MICROPHONE FOR MOD. SYSTEM MPX-4088

Crystal clear voice pick-up

Zone selection and warning broadcasting

Musical alert tones

Configuration software for PC

ESPECIALLY RECOMMENDED IN:

Sports facilities Hotels All sectors
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DATA SHEET

DESCRIPTION

The MPX-4088 system is a highly versatile audio matrix, perfect for installations of any size, allowing a multitude

of configuration options, DSP signal processing and integrated solutions to common problems such as feedback,

covering almost any installation need. MPX-400MIC is a microphone with zone selector for voice output and

musical warning tones for audio matrix mod. MPX-4088.Allows selection from 1 to 32 zones.RJ-45, Cat 5e cable

system connection.For installations where there are various audio sources and audience areas such as

shopping malls, hotels, conference rooms, stadiums, etc.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Microphone with zone selector.

Musical alert tones.

Zone selection and paging on the audio matrix mod. MPX-4088.

Indicator lights for power, signal, saturation and communication status.

LCD information display.

PC control software, customisation of zone names, microphone volume, volume and

duration of musical tone and priority.

The total cable distance must not exceed 150 meters for a SFTP Cat 5e cable.

FEATURES 

Electret condenser with flexo and ring lightMICROPHONE 

1 balanced microphone, XLR 6.800 Ohm

1 mini-USB port for uploading music alert tones in MP3 or WAV format

1 RD port for connection to MPX-4088 matrix, RJ-45

INPUTS 

Microphone volume control and zone selectorCONTROLS 

RJ-45 cable, Cat 5eCONNEXION 

12 VPHANTOM 

24 V DC, 100 mA, via RD portPOWER SUPPLY 

Microphone with flexo: 430 mm high

Base: 176 x 53 x 166 mm depth
DIMENSIONS 

Foam windshieldACCESSORIES 
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